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The current release is 1.5.6.0. From the official site: Summary Version 5.5.6.0 is a minor update of Nuendo 5, and contains the following
changes. Main Features Vst Plug-in Implementing the VST 2.0 Plug-in Specification In addition to Vst 3 Plug-in support, which is
introduced in Nuendo 5.5.5, Nuendo 5.5.6 now also supports Vst 2.0 Plug-in, which is a major improvement over its predecessor. The Vst
2.0 plug-in and host application compatibility have improved, which means that plug-ins in this version should work with older hosts like
MIDI Studio. Users can obtain the latest plug-ins for their hosts from the Nuendo developers at the VstPlug-in.com Website. Dynamics
Compression Version 5.5.6.0 adds the support for DSP Dynamics Compression to Nuendo. This feature allows users to compress effects
when sending audio to the host application, and also allows effects to act as effects when playing back audio in the host application.
Nuendo's dynamics compressor is based on the algorithms of the Waves compressor (L3 and L3L). Dynamics compression has been
added to the Patch Editor and the Audio/MIDI Editor. Impulse Response Processing Version 5.5.6.0 adds the support for Impulse
Response Processing (IRP). IRP provides the ability to take a sound and approximate how it would sound through one or more different
microphones. Version 5.5.6.0 adds a number of improvements to the IRP implementation, including the ability to specify different paths
for the analysis and synthesis, both for I/O and for conversion. The IRP implementation is based on the work of the RTAS Designer
software. Nuendo users can use the Impulse Response Processing Features in the Patch Editor and the Audio/MIDI Editor. New
Resampler In addition to the existing resamplers, Nuendo 5.5.6 introduces a new resampler, which has been implemented as a direct
resampling algorithm instead of using interpolation. The resampler has been implemented using a linear interpolation algorithm, similar to
the one used by the WAVE resampler in LAME

Nuendo offers a comprehensive and powerful set of audio production tools on its own platform. Version 5 shows both maturity and proof
that Steinberg . net is considered one of the most reliable operating systems for a reason. So, Nuendo works great even on the most modest
hardware resources offered today. It also allows you to flexibly customize the interface for specific tasks and even create your own
interface styles. In addition, Nuendo provides a lot of possibilities for creating music libraries, allowing you to share information
(including audio fffad4f19a
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